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Two years of presentations in Surrey and Prince George
secondary schools confirmed the VSA and the associations
were on the right track. Students in Planning 10 want to
learn about car buying and about careers in the automotive
sector. On January 10, all 282 secondary schools in BC will
be invited to begin using an animated Buying Tips video.
The story, based on the buying experiences of four ninjas,
will have 15 and 16 year olds dreaming of their first car.
Career videos and programming will also be launched in
January 2018.
The school outreach effort on buying includes



The animated story of the ninjas as they each
buy a car
Watch the 30 second trailer. The 18 minute video will
be ready soon.



A dedicated website for school teachers with:
•

•

•

An order form for free Walt the Curber
banner pens
An interactive quiz and other resources
on vehicle buying
Links to auto sector career resources

Help us! Are you active with your local secondary
school? Or willing to be?
We need advocates to encourage your schools to show
The 4 Ninjas in the Keychain of Destiny. If you’re willing
to do that, email us. We have volunteers for Powell River,
Prince George, Salmon Arm and Nanaimo. Join the list! The
more volunteers the better!
Email communications@mvsabc.com

Auto Sector Careers Programming
With an estimated 30,000 job openings in the
sector over the next five years, filling positions
from service technicians to paint, glass and
body, as well as sales, administration and
more, is a priority. The NCDA and the ARA
created the BC Automotive Sector Alliance
(BCASA) for this purpose. RV career resources
are also available. The career program will
have story-based videos as a tool for industry
leaders to share their personal story and
highlight the benefits of an auto sector career
with local school students.
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